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The Call to Action on Education will have a direct impact on enabling First Nations 
communities to create sustainable economies that will directly employ First Nation 
peoples. Strong local economies and employment parity will result in contributing 
billions of dollars into the Canadian economy. 
 
REAFFIRMING THE NEED FOR FIRST NATION ECONOMIC GROWTH   
 
There are a number of significant reports that point to economic development, labour 
force participation, investments and access to resources as a means to relieve First Nation 
economic depression, circumstances of poverty, and encourage economic participation 
and benefits to First Nations, their citizenry, and the country.  Many reports illustrate that 
the essential elements of successful economies include education as a base requirement.  
 
Recent research by the Canadian Centre for the Study of Living Standards, reported that 
investments in education for First Nations could add an additional $72 billion to 
Canada’s economy over the next ten years.  In addition, the State of the First Nation 
Economy and Struggle to Make Poverty History report, 2009, noted, amongst several 
conclusions, progress being made by communities is encouraging but especially 
vulnerable during recessions.  
 
While landmark reports, such as the 1996 RCAP report, noted that “transforming 
Aboriginal economies from dependence to self-reliance will not be easy. The greatest 
boost for most Nations will come from access to a fair share of lands and resources.” As 
of 2009, there were over 1,400 First Nation land claims in the system, with only 319 
completely settled.  
 
RELATIONSHIPS AND RESOURCES   
 
One of the largest claims in Canada is by the Algonquins of Ontario, which encompasses 
8.9 million acres along the Ottawa and Mattawa River watersheds. An Agreement-in-
Principle between the Algonquins, the Province of Ontario, and Canada, is expected to be 
reached in 2011. A September 2010 update states that the final settlement will “open 
doors for a healthy future for the entire area by providing new capital for regional 
development, new potential for cultural and tourism opportunities, and greater legal 
certainty for investors.”   
 
First Nation communities are becoming increasingly involved in sectors such as green 
energy projects, mining, forestry, agriculture, and gaming. All of these sectors require a 
skilled local workforce. For example, the “ring of fire” in northern Ontario is expected to 
produce billions of dollars worth of minerals, from gold to chromium, which will provide 
economic benefits and employment for dozens of First Nation communities. The 
magnitude and diversity of skills will be critical.  
 
 



PLANNING WITH THE FIRST NATION WORK FORCE    
 
Strategizing on ways to involve the First Nation labour force is critical.  The AFN is 
reaching out to sector councils to work with First Nation employment and training 
experts to build training models and employment tools.  One such example is with the 
Mining Industry Human Resource Sector Council (MiHR), where a group of First Nation 
and industry experts will produce a Ready To Work skills training program for Aboriginal 
Peoples interested in the mining sector. Three pilot training sites – located in BC and 
Ontario -- will test the program beginning in November, 2010.  
 
Another example is with the Railway Association of Canada (RAC) which is focused on 
college conductor courses participation and training as track maintenance and signal 
operators. The railway industry – like many others in Canada -- has an ageing workforce, 
and needs to replace over 10,000 employees within the next decade. A website was also 
launched this month, www.yourlifeontrack.ca 
 
Both the mining and railway projects have been funded through the HRSDC Aboriginal 
Skills and Training Strategic Investment Fund (ATSTIF).   
 
 
From producing locally grown food to generating electricity, from owning and operating 
world class casinos, resorts, and golf courses, to producing the next generation of trades 
people and professionals, First Nations have the potential to do so much more for their 
communities and Canada’s economy. 
     
 
   

http://www.yourlifeontrack.ca/

